LINKING TECHNOLOGY & FINANCE

SME Tech©

Technology Equity Research
Platform

INVESTING IN TECHNOLOGICAL SMEs – ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES

The European and in particular Italian industrial base of technological SMEs is very
interesting, undervalued and relatively known.
The value of these SMEs with a high level of innovation is largely due to the quality and
potential of technological assets (know-how, patents, innovation capacity).
The problem for the investor is to evaluate this new class of assets, the strategies in place
and the possible additional methods of valorization often not considered.
Technological assets have a significant value both in-business use and stand-alone as well.
Experience shows both excessive evaluations of target companies compared to their
development potential and undervaluation of the assets as well.
40% of the technology-based companies listed at AIM Italia have a business model strongly
dependent on the product/process and digital platform technology and their intellectual
property.
The technologies and the patents quality can influence the shares’ value positively in cases
of launching new innovative products, presence of important licensing quotas, IP-based
business model, but also negatively in presence of: high intensity innovation from the
competition, litigation with inventors, technology substitution.
Many of the investments in SMEs are Patient Capital, investors must assure that the company
in which they have invested has a technology/application roadmap that allows it to maintain
the competitive advantage.
The analysts’ coverage of AIM listed SMEs is currently limited. Coverage in general and
especially on technological aspects is costly for lack of information and sophisticated
intelligence. This causes an informational asymmetry that leads to Equity Stories often
incomplete. Moreover, to attract international investors it is necessary to significantly
improve the communication of the value of these assets.
ICM Advisors, to meet the above-mentioned needs of investors and companies, has
developed a dedicated services platform for listed Companies on the AIM Italia of Borsa
Italiana called SME Tech©. The platform is based on concrete cases and experiences of ICM
matured in hundreds of valuations, technology due diligence and advanced market and
technology intelligence activities at international level in different industrial sectors.
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WHAT ARE THE KEY QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS?
The main technology business related questions from investors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the major technology trends?
Where competitors are innovating and patenting?
The company research and innovation is focusing on the right technologies and
end-markets?
How technology innovation reduces product costs/differentiation?
How to reduce time-to-market?
Can the technology be licensed or used to build JVs around it?
What technology acquisition can improve the competitiveness?
How competitive is the company technology portfolio (know-how, patent, inprocess R&D)?
How strong is the patent portfolio?
Is there the right technology skills mix and resources?
How the revenue forecast depends from new product/technology introduction
pipeline?
How the company funds R&D? Does it have the resources from cash flows?
How the technology risks are managed (people leave, freedom-to-operate, ...)?
Is there a specific job role devoted to technology exploitation?
What is the technology potential for new applications/market segments?

Equity research for SME frequently do not have answer for the above questions,
technology risks are hidden and can jeopardize business plans.

WHAT IS THE SME Tech© PLATFORM?
SME Tech© is a Technology Equity Research and Intelligence platform of innovative
services for companies listed on the AIM Italia of Borsa Italiana, MTF dedicated to small
and medium-sized Italian companies that want to invest in their growth.

WHO IS IT ADDRESSED TO?
SME Tech© address the qualification and valuation needs of:
•
•
•
•

Institutional Investors
Entities involved in the listing process (Investors, Advisors, Nomad, Specialist,
Other)
Listed companies and potentially ones
Investor Relations
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WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES?
SME Tech© aims to enrich the availability of relevant information and evaluations on
medium/high-Tech SMEs for the following objectives:
•
•

•
•
•

to identify the relevant technology elements necessaries for the economic
and financial evaluation in the IPO process;
to further qualify the opportunities and risks associated with technological
assets (know-how, patents, technologies, in-process R&D, software, ...) that
are critical to the competitiveness and business plan sustainability;
effectively communicate the value of technological assets to the market by
integrating the existing Equity Research;
monitoring valorization opportunities with integrated market information,
competitors, technologies and IP;
evaluating the strength, risks and potential of technological assets and
their impact on performance.

WHAT ARE THE TECHNOLOGY RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES?
Evaluating an investment in an SME where technology, know-how and intellectual
property determine the competitive advantage and the expected performance of
industrial plans requires an accurate analysis of risks and opportunities.
Among the main risks we underline the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

technology and patents impact on development plans (revenues, costs, time-tomarket);
innovation level;
competitive positioning threats (substitute technologies, time-to-market, lack of
know-how);
strengths/weaknesses of the patent portfolio;
competitors innovation (head-to-head and hidden) in company-specific
technologies;
presence of IP-based contracts terms & conditions;
cash flow sustainability for the R&D investments necessary to compete;
market clearance (Freedom-To-Operate);
loss of know-how caused by exit of key inventors;
adequacy of Technology/IP management processes.
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At the same time opportunities are not always well identified or are off the radar of the
company's core business, for examples the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

technology uniqueness;
possible applications outside the target market;
possible implementation of an IP Business Model;
use of technology and IP assets value as equity in Joint Ventures and Partnerships;
technology licensing-out as additional source of revenues;
licensing-in to reduce the time-to-market;
licensing-in to build a competitive patent portfolio;
technology assets as collateral for financial operations.

WHAT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE?
The platform provides the following professional and intelligence services:
•

Technology Equity Research Report

•

Technology/IP opportunities monitoring

WHAT IS THE TECHNOLOGY EQUITY RESEARCH REPORT?
The Technology Equity Research report is a document that contains information, insights
and valuation elements of the technological assets needed for the investment
management process from identifying and evaluating the opportunity, listing and
investors communication.
The report is structured in the following sections:
• Technology Equity highlights and evaluation
• Company profile: activities, strategies, financials, performance
• Technology positioning and strategy: product / technology portfolio, markets,
competitors
• Technology assets (know-how, IP, collaborative technology innovation): analysis of
the technological and IP portfolio
• Technology business impact: impact of technology on strategy and business plans
• Technology and IP management
• Technology potential: valorization opportunities
The information used comes from public sources, corporate documents and ICM
intelligence and evaluations data bases.
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Technology and industrial property must be effectively communicated in business terms
from the IPO document and then to investors. Particularly in technology-based SMEs
where the development strategy is centered around technological capabilities and the
patent portfolio.
The Technology Equity Research Report is a document that highlights asset value
elements in terms of strength, potential and risk mitigation and their impact on
development strategies and economic-financial outcomes.
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WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY RISKS/OPPORTUNITIES MONITORING?
The activity of investment management and asset valorization requires a continuous
availability of updated information and early warning. This to improve the responsiveness
of investors and companies to seize opportunities, reduce risks and improve the selectivity
of investments.
ICM maintains the information bases and analyses of the Technology Equity Research
Report through a technology risks/opportunities monitoring process implemented on the
cloud computing proprietary application CMTI (Competitive Market & Technology
Intelligence) that integrates market, competitors, technologies and IP information of the
listed companies and target potentially quotable.
CMTI focuses on the technological dimensions of competitiveness, such as markets and
technology trends, competitors R&D strategies and technology and IP portfolio, licensing
and acquisition opportunities.

HOW THE SERVICES ARE PROVIDED?
ICM provides services both on-demand and recurring mode.
In on-demand mode the Technology Equity Research Report is provided one-time to
investors for the valuation of the investment.
In the recurring mode, the Technology Equity Research Report and its update is provided
on a periodic basis (typically quarterly). The on-line access to updated information and
the alerting service concerning the selected technologies and competitors are also
provided.
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WHAT IS THE ICM ADVISORS TRACK RECORD IN TECHNOLOGY ASSET VALUATION
AND MANAGEMENT?
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ICM Advisors Profile
ICM Advisors is an international independent firm specializing in valuation, valorization strategy and finance
of intangible assets (brand, technologies, patents, know-how, R&D, software) and associated businesses.
ICM Advisors is a member firm of ICM International leading European professional services network
specialized in valuation, valorization, finance of intangible assets, equity research, competitive intelligence
and technology transfer.
The firm is focused on the industrial-financial value of the assets both in use in the business and standalone as well. The financial know-how is a core competence of ICM that has been integrated with a deep
know-how and specialization of Technology & IP Asset Management and market. The mix of skills present
in ICM has allowed a unique positioning on the European market of high specialization professional services.
ICM Advisors is one of the first European firm that provides integrated professional services with industrial
and financial solutions that use IP and intangible assets as collateral.
The high seniority of its advisors with international experience in many industries and with multi-disciplinary
skills such as marketing, technology, business strategy, economic-financial valuation, corporate finance and
development of international markets enables comprehensive valuation of businesses and the core IP and
intangible assets.
ICM owns a proprietary advanced Competitive Market & Technology Intelligence (CMTI) platform in order
to support sophisticated analysis and valuation.
For investors (Asset Managers, Private Equity, Venture Capital, Investment Banks and Family Offices) our
services cover the entire investment process from the identification of opportunities, risk assessment,
valuation and investment valorization.
For listed technology SMEs we deliver an innovative Technology Equity Report that integrates the usual
equity research with technology positioning, insights, impact on competitiveness and expected financial
performance.
Our specialization is often used in the field of investment management, M&A and IPO for industrial
assessments of the brand, technologies, R&D portfolio and know-how as well as to identify opportunities
for monetizing assets with extraordinary financial operations or licensing.
ICM counts among its clients investors and companies (large, mid-cap, SMEs, startups). Clients choose ICM
for its highly specialized expertise, innovative services, advanced research units and the high service quality.
Our network operates at pan-European level with offices in Germany, Switzerland, Italy and partners in USA
and APAC.
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DISCLAIMER
ICM Advisors Sàrl (ICM) is a fee-based, independent advisory and research company and is not a registered investment advisor. ICM is
NOT subject to supervision by any financial regulation authority.
This disclaimer is an integral part of our service. Please read it before investing in any security on which we report. Our reports contain
factual statements and opinions. Our analysts derive factual statements from sources which they believe are accurate, but neither they nor
we represent that the facts presented are accurate or complete. Opinions are those of the analysts and are subject to change without
notice. Our reports are for information only and do not offer securities or solicit the offer of securities of any company. Our reports are to
inform the public and not to promote any company. Please read the disclaimer in each report.
Information, opinions or ratings contained in the reports are submitted solely for information purposes by the qualified professional
analyst. The information used and statements of fact made have been obtained from sources considered reliable but neither guarantee
nor representation is made as to the completeness or accuracy. No representation whatsoever is made by ICM. ICM accepts no liability
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damage arising from any use of this report or its content. Such information and the
opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This report or study is not intended as an offering or a solicitation of an offer to
buy or sell the securities mentioned or discussed.
The securities described in the Technology Equity Research may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of
investors.
Investors should conduct their own due diligence before investing in any companies covered by ICM. We do not inform any company in
advance of the nature or conclusions of our analysts’ reports in advance of paying the fee nor can a company withdraw from coverage
before the expiration of the contracted term. We do not receive any equity securities from any company on which our analysts report nor
do we, or our management, own equity securities of the companies on which our analysts report. Our analysts are contractually prohibited
from purchasing or selling the securities of any company on which they report during the term of engagement. We pay our analysts
directly for writing reports; and our analysts do not receive any compensation from the companies they report or from any other source.
Our reports contain factual statements and opinions. Opinions are those of the analysts.
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ICM Advisors Sàrl
18, Avenue louis Casaï - 1209 Genève - Switzerland
Phone: +41 22 747 7832 - Fax: +41 22 747 7900
www.icmadvisors.com
email: icmadvisors@icmadvisors.com
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